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Abstract
Background and Aim: Children with intellectual disability have significant defects in the essential elements that constitute mental development. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of applied behavior analysis on inhibition, planning, and working memory of intellectually disabled children with hearing impairment.
Methods: The study design was quasi-experimental with pretest, posttest and a group control. The study population comprised all intellectually disabled children with hearing impairment, referred to Yazd Rehabilitation Centers.
A total of 30 students were selected from the
hearing-impaired children with mild to moderate intellectual disability. Then, they were randomly assigned into control (n = 15) and experimental (n = 15) groups. The study instrument
was the Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive
Function (BRIEF) questionnaire. The program
based on applied behavior analysis presented for
experimental group and after that the posttest
were administered for both groups. Analyses of
covariance was used to analyze data.
Results: The study result indicate that group
therapy based on applied behavior analysis has
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significant effects on inhibition (p < 0.01) and
planning (p < 0.05) of intellectually disabled
children with hearing impairment, but cannot
change their working memory (p < 0.17).
Conclusion: Applied behavior analysis can be
used as a therapeutic method for improving executive functions in intellectually disabled children with hearing impairment.
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Introduction
In DSM-V manual, mentally retarded term has
been changed to intellectual development disorder (IDD). To determine intellectual disability, clinical judgment and a rigorous individualized assessment of the person’s intellectual
functioning are required to prove the presence
of significant subaverage intellectual functioning and adaptive behavior. The generally accepted scientific definition of the term “significant subaverage” is performance that is at least
two standard deviations below the average level
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for the individual’s peers [1]. The prevalence
of intellectual development disorder has been
reported as 1% to 3% [2]. These people have
more problems in their physical activity, movement and health [3,4]. Some of these children
have hearing impairment, so painting or physical movements are used to communicate with
them. Tone of voice, face mode, eye contact and
movement of head and hand are useful for communicating to children with hearing disability.
Some research has shown that the deficiencies
in intellectual development of children with
hearing impairment in problem solving and
verbal short-term memory are related to their
executive functions [5]. Executive functions
play an important role on adaptive functioning,
social interaction, and academic achievement
[6]. Executive functions are a specific area of
abilities, including organization in space, selection restraint, preparation, environmental response, goal-orientation, planning and flexibility
[7]. Executive functions as a general concept,
involve planning and selecting a goal, organizing behaviors over time, flexibility, attention,
work memory, and self-regulatory processes
such as self-management [8]. Executive functions comprised response inhibition, fluency,
working memory, cognitive flexibility, planning, shifting attention, organizing, and attention
control. Based on development research, these
functions start from the earliest stages of child
growth and gradually develop. There is a very
significant change when the child is two to five
years. At about 12 years of age, the performance
of the child in the field of executive functions is
very much like the performance of adults [7].
According to some research studies, executive
functions are two parts; cool executive functions
that involve cognitive process like working
memory and planning, and hot executive functions that involve emotion management like
behavior inhibition and emotional control. The
presence of hearing impairment in intellectually
disabled children can be further expressed by
their cognitive problems. Auditory problems
affect the communication and social skills of
children. It also affects the development of
cognitive abilities in the areas of attention,
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learning, and memory. According to the research, children with Down syndrome have various strength and weakness in the field of executive functions [8,6]. Children with Down syndrome are strong in emotional control and shifting attention from the field of executive performance and have poor performance in metacognitive and cognitive fields such as working
memory and ability to plan and organize [9].
According to parents’ report, behavioral inhibition is one of the most important problems of
children with mental disabilities [6]. Behavioral
studies of executive functions also confirm that
the weaknesses in working memory [10] planning, problem solving, and inhibition [11] are
related to rational age therefore intellectual disability children according to their level of intelligence, they show different functions.
In 2 to 5 years old children with intellectual disability, poor performance is observed in the
planning and behavioral inhibition of their executive functions, but in the age group of 6 to 18
years old, weakness is more seen in the shift of
attention, work memory, the initiation of activity and planning [6]. Thus, attention to intervention in improving the executive functions
of intellectually disabled children is of great
importance. According to another study, the
growth of executive functions in hearing impaired children could have a two-year delay. One
of the reasons for this delay is the relationship
between the language system and the symbolic
system of children with hearing impairment;
also children with hearing impairment have problems in naming and labeling, as well as the
mechanism of attention [12].
In applied behavior analysis, tasks are divided
into smaller components, and whenever the tasks are correctly done, the child's behavior will
be reinforced to motivate him or her to repeat
the behavior. The underlying principle of this
approach is that the likelihood and frequency
of behaviors that are encouraged is increased
and behaviors that are not addressed may be
eliminated [13,14]. Applied behavior analysis
is a set of concepts and principles used to make
behavior change meaningful and applied in
a person so that he or she can have an
http://avr.tums.ac.ir
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independent and constructive life as a member
of the community. The objectives of each intervention using applied behavior analysis principles are to 1) increase positive behaviors, 2) reduce negative behaviors, 3) teach new skills, and
4) generalize and maintain significant skills and
principles that manage applied behavior [15].
Most interventions on executive functions focus
on children with attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) and learning disabilities. The
results approved the effectiveness of cognitive
training and cognitive-behavioral therapies on
improving functional performance in children
with ADHD and children with autism spectrum
[16,17]. However, few studies have been conducted on interventions that have an impact on
the executive functions of children with intellectual disorders with hearing impairment. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of applied behavior analysis on inhibition, planning and working memory of children with mild and moderate intellectual disability with hearing impairment.
Methods
Participants
The research method is a quasi-experimental,
pretest and posttest with the control group. The
statistical population included all children with
mild and moderate intellectual disability with
mild and moderate hearing impairment in Exceptional Children's schools, Yazd, central Iran.
The study sample comprised 30 children who
were selected by convenience sampling method.
The inclusion criteria were the children diagnosed with mild and moderate mental disabilities and hearing impairment at mild to moderate levels after referring to schools and their
examination. In the next step, the absence of
physical and emotional disabilities, and chronic
physical illness, were studied in the children.
Then the selected children were randomly divided into two groups: experimental and control.
The experimental group consisted of 8 girls and
7 boys with the mean age of 9 years and IQ of
61. The control group comprised 9 girls and 6
boys with an average age of 9 years and IQ of
http://avr.tums.ac.ir
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58. The ethical considerations were the confidentiality of information, the consent of parents
to participate voluntarily in the research. The
follow-up program for applied behavior analysis
was conducted on the experimental group and
not the control group. A summary of the treatment plan is provided.
Questionnaire measures
The Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive
Function (BRIEF): This questionnaire was developed for parents and teachers to measure executive functions at home and in the school environment. The questionnaire is designed for children aged 5 to 18 years. There are two forms of
parenting and teacher reporting that each has 86
questions. The list evaluates 8 subscale of executive functions, including inhibition, shifting
attention, emotional control, initiation, working
memory, planning, organization and control.
The test-retest reliability of the questionnaire
was 0.81 for the parents' form and 0.86 for the
teachers' form. BRIEF's content validity is good
because all questions have been selected from
parent interviews and executive functions. In
this study, parents' report form was used to measure inhibition, planning and working memory
of the subjects [18].
In this research, after the implementation of
pretest on both experimental and control groups,
10 sessions of intervention training were performed for the subjects of the experimental group
using behavioral behavior analysis. A summary
of the issues worked in each session is presented
in Table 1. After completing the training sessions, post-test was administered to both the experimental and control groups.
The obtained data were analyzed by descriptive
statistics (mean and standard deviation) and
inferential statistics (analysis of covariance,
Levene's test). The normality of data was confirmed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. All analyses were performed in SPSS 21.
Results
Table 2 presents descriptive information on the
efficacy of behavioral analysis applied to
inhibition, planning and working memory of
Aud Vestib Res (2019);28(3):158-163.
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Table 1. Applied behavior analysis program
Session

Explanation

One

Performing pretest, establishing medical
communication and behavioral registration in
relation to executive functions

Two

Cognitive and rehabilitation training

Three

Cognitive and rehabilitation training

Four

Shifting attention training

Five

Working memory training

Six

Working memory training

Seven

Planning training

Eight

Planning training

Nine

Teaching organization

Ten

Performing post test

intellectually disabled children with hearing
impairment along with the results of analysis of
covariance. The results of analysis of covariance
with the elimination of the pretest effect indicate
significant difference between the experimental
group and the control group in planning (F (1,
27) = 14.33, p = 0.04) and inhibition (F (1,27) =
22.23, p = 0.01), but no significant difference in
the working memory (F (1,27) = 5.65, p = 0.17).
Discussion
In this research, the effectiveness of applied
behavior analysis was investigated on the executive functions of inhibition, planning and working memory of intellectually disabled students
with hearing impairment. In this quasi-experimental study, 30 hearing impaired mentally retarded children aged 8 to 11 years were selected
and assigned to two groups of experimental and
control. After the treatment program, the pretest
and posttest results were compared between the
two groups. According to the study findings, the
application of behavioral analysis method was
effective and could improve behavior inhibition
of children with mild and moderate mental disabilities that has hearing impairment. Behavior
inhibition is one of the most important variables
Aud Vestib Res (2019);28(3):158-163.

in executive functions and is a neurological
variable that coordinate thoughts, actions and
feelings. We have cognitive and behavioral
inhibition that children with intellectual disorder
show weakness in the field of behavioral inhibition. [19]. In the method of applied behavior
analysis, the tasks are presented to the child in
consecutive stages, and if the child correctly
passes one stage, he or she is directed to the
next stage. Thus, mentally retarded children can
associate between the posture and interacting
behaviors in carrying out a relational task. Since
the subjects had hearing impairment, verbal
cues were also used for behavioral control and
reinforcement of behavioral inhibition.
When the child first ignores other intervening
stimuli in the environment by an external stimulus (therapist's voice) and then by an internal
stimulus (inner speech), then he or she can
approach the behavioral goal earlier and receive
reinforcement, then child use more cognitive
process of inhibition [16]. Findings indicate that
applied behavior analysis can be useful for
planning of children with intellectual disorder
with hearing impairment. This finding is consistent with a research that showed that behavioral programs are effective in improving social skills and children's executive functions of
the autism spectrum and intellectual disorder
[17]. The ability to plan requires the conceptualization of changes in the current environment, moving forward based on identifying the
various choices, selecting, and realizing the
plans [19]. In this problem, all behavioral and
cognitive exercises are given step by step to the
children therefore they have better predictions
and better planning through repetitions of
specified exercises and understanding of the
predetermined stimulus activities. On the other
hand, planning is one of the components of executive functions related to the cognitive and
behavioral inhibition. Therefore, when a mentally retarded child demonstrates progress in inhibiting, one can expect to see progress in planning, which is a cognitive component. According to the findings, there was no significant
positive change in the working memory of
mentally retarded children with the applied
http://avr.tums.ac.ir
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Table 2. Mean (standard deviation) scores of the behavior rating
inventory of executive function in the experimental and control group
with the results of covariance analysis

Component
Inhibition

Before

After

Groups

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Experimental

14.12 (3.64)

9.11 (3.23)

Control

13.45 (2.24)

12.87 (2.98)

Experimental

11.12 (2.45)

8.69 (2.36)

Control

13.12 (2.41)

12.65 (3.12)

Experimental

15.43 (4.14)

11.56 (3.34)

Control

14.12 (2.76)

13.65 (3.34)

F

p

22.23

0.01

14.03

0.04

5.65

0.17

Planning

Working memory

behavior analysis program. This finding is not
consistent with the research by Baltruschat et al.
whose results suggest that behavioral intervention and use of boosters improve the working
memory of children with the autism spectrum
[20]. Working memory is the ability to maintain
information in an information processing position. In order for working memory to work well,
it is necessary for the data to be logged in
continuously, then processed and stored, so that
they can finally be reminded well. Thus remembering needs significant organization and process of information [19]. The working memory
system can be affected by brain damages of
mentally retarded children, for example, seizures that are uncontrolled, can affect the work
memory. Therefore, the damages done to parts
of the brain of mentally retarded children in the
field of work memory can affect the program of
applied behavioral analysis, which should be
further investigated in future research. This
study has some limitations, for example, the
cause of brain damage in a mild to moderate
mentally retarded child was out of control, and
so the generalization of results is limited. It is
suggested that in future research, the impact of
applied behavior analysis programs on cognitive
components and executive functions of a
specific group of mentally retarded children be
http://avr.tums.ac.ir

investigated.
Conclusion
According to the research findings, the intervention program of the behavioral analysis can
improve inhibition and planning executive functions of intellectually disabled children, but it
does not affect the working memory of the experimental group. Therefore, an applied behavior
analysis program can be used to improve the
cognitive status of mild to moderate mentally
retarded children in the areas of inhibition and
planning.
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